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Switching Circuits
Learners should be able to:
(a) describe and analyse the operation and use of n-channel enhancement mode MOSFETs and npn
transistors in switching circuits, including those which interface to outputs.
(b) select and apply the MOSFET equation ID = gm ( VG S − 3)
(c) use the following rules for an npn transistor circuit:
•
for VIN < 0.7 V, the transistor is off, VBE = VIN and VCE = the supply voltage
•
for VIN ≥ 0.7 V, the transistor is on, VBE = 0.7 V and VCE = 0 V
•
and select and apply IC = hFE IB until saturation is reached.
(d) describe and analyse the operation and use of voltage comparator ICs.
(e) compare the action of switching circuits based on MOSFETs, npn transistors and voltage comparator
ICs.
(f)

use data sheets to design switching circuits using MOSFETs, npn transistors and comparators.
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Introduction
We have previously mentioned the need for a transducer driver to interface a low power electronic circuit to
output devices that require a large current. In addition there are cases where switching circuits are required
to act as an interface between analogue sensors and digital sub-systems.
We will now consider three different switching devices that have very different properties. These are:
1. npn transistor
2. n-channel MOSFET
3. Voltage comparator
When designing an electronic system you will need to select the most appropriate switching circuit out of
the three introduced in this chapter.
npn Transistor
Transistors have three connecting leads. They are called the emitter (e), base (b),
and collector (c). The diagram opposite shows the symbol used for the npn transistor,
which is the only type we will look at in this course.
npn transistor

Appearance

All transistors have three leads but their appearance can vary. The following diagrams illustrate the shape
of two typical types of transistor cases.

Transistor switching action
The arrow on the emitter shows the direction in which current
flows through the transistor. In our switching circuits the emitter is
always connected to the zero volt line.
There are two routes that current can take through the
transistor, i.e. from collector to emitter and from base to emitter.
Current can only flow in the collector circuit if a small current flows
in the base circuit. A small base current is used to control a
much larger current in the collector circuit.
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The simplest circuit that we can set up with a transistor is shown below:

+6 V
Lamp

Flying Lead

Collector
Base

Emitter
0V
There are a few things to note about the way in which the transistor is connected:
i.
ii.
iii.

The emitter terminal is connected directly to the 0 V line.
A resistor has been added to the base terminal. This is to limit the current flowing in the base circuit
as only a small current is needed to switch the transistor on.
The load (a lamp in this case) is connected into the collector circuit.

The flying lead shown in the circuit diagram can now either be connected to 0 V or to +6 V to demonstrate
the switching action of the transistor.
Case 1: Flying lead connected to 0 V

+6V
Lamp

Collector
Base
Flying Lead

Emitter

VIN

0V
In this case, with the flying lead connected to 0 V there is no difference in voltage between the base and the
emitter terminal, VIN = 0 V. Therefore no current flows, the transistor is switched off, and the lamp does not
light.
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Case 2: Flying lead connected to +6 V

+6 V
Flying Lead

Lamp

Collector
Base

Emitter

VIN
0V

In this case, with the flying lead connected to the +6 V line there is a voltage difference between the base
and emitter terminals which causes current to flow from the base to the emitter, VIN = 6 V. This switches the
transistor on, which allows a larger current to flow through the collector and emitter, and the lamp lights.
This simple circuit provides a very good demonstration of the switching action of the transistor. The flying
lead could be connected to the output of a logic gate for example. Depending on whether the output is at
logic 0 or logic 1, will determine the state of the lamp.
There are two basic rules we have to remember about the transistor.
i.
ii.

If VIN < 0.7 V, the transistor is off, VBE = VIN
If VIN ≥ 0.7 V, the transistor is on, VBE = 0.7 V
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Practical applications for transistor switching circuits
(a)

Light activated switch
(i)

The lamp comes on in darkness.
In bright light the resistance of the LDR (R2)
will be low. The voltage at point A is near to 		
0 V (VIN < 0.7 V) and the transistor will 		
be off as shown on the right.

In darkness the resistance of the LDR
will be very high. The voltage at point
A is now high (VIN > 0.7 V), and current
flows through the base circuit. The 		
transistor turns on and the lamp lights up.

(ii)
		
		
		
		

The lamp comes on in bright light.
In darkness the resistance of the LDR will
be very high. The voltage at point A is near
to 0 V (VIN < 0.7 V) and the transistor will be
off as shown on the right.

		
In bright light the resistance of the LDR
		
decreases. The voltage at point A is high
		
and the transistor turns on
		(VIN > 0.7 V), and the lamp lights up.

In both examples replacing R1 with a variable resistor would provide means of adjusting the sensitivity of
the systems.
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Temperature activated switch
(i)

Low temperature indicator.
At low temperature the resistance of the
thermistor is high. The voltage at point
A will be high (VIN > 0.7 V), and current
flows through the base circuit. The
transistor is switched on and the lamp
lights up, as shown opposite.

At high temperature the resistance of the
thermistor is low. Point A will be near to
0 V (VIN < 0.7 V) and the transistor is off.
The lamp will be off as shown opposite.
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High temperature indicator.
At low temperature the resistance of the
thermistor is high. Point A will be near
to 0 V (<0.7 volt). The transistor is off and the
lamp will be off as shown opposite.

At high temperature the resistance of the
thermistor is low. Point A will be high
(VIN > 0.7 V), and the transistor is on.
The lamp is on as shown opposite.

Warning:
The input resistance of a transistor when it is ON is not very high, so loading of the sensing
sub-system can occur. As we found out in Chapter 3 this loading causes VIN to be less than its
theoretical value calculated using the voltage divider rule. The consequence of this is that the
transistor may not fully switch on.
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Exercise 4.1
Answer all questions in the spaces provided.
1.

a)

What type of device is shown above? .....................................				

b)

The three leads of this device have special names, what are they?

		
c)

2.

.....................................

.....................................

...................................

On the diagram above, label the leads with their correct name. 				

[1]

[3]
[3]

Study the following two circuits carefully.

Explain why the lamp in Circuit A does not light, but the one in Circuit B does.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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Transistor circuits are sometimes referred to as switching circuits. Why is this?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

4.

a)

[2]

Draw a circuit which will switch on a light when darkness falls.

[5]

b)

Describe how the circuit works.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
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a)

What does the circuit do?
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........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................		
b)

[2]

Explain how the circuit works.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................		
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Transistor operation
To understand the operation of the transistor, it is necessary to study the switching action of the transistor in
a little more detail. A suitable circuit for this is shown below.

+6 V
LOAD

Collector
1 kΩ

10 kΩ

Base
Ba
VOUT
Emitter

VIN

0V
By adjusting VIN from 0 V up to +6 V, in small increments, and measuring the corresponding values of VOUT ,
a picture of what is happening to the transistor can be shown.
The following graph shows the typical response that is obtained from a circuit like that shown above.

Transistor off

VOUT (V)

Linear region
Saturation

6

4

0.7V
0

1

2

3

456

VIN (V)

There are three key parts to this graph, which is known as the transistor voltage transfer characteristic.
(i)

Off region
This part of the characteristic when VIN is between 0 and 0.7 V shows that when the transistor is
completely switched off, no current flows through the base-emitter junction, no current flows through
the collector, and the voltage across the collector-emitter junction of the transistor (VOUT) is equal to
the supply voltage.
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(ii)

Linear region
When the voltage VIN increases above 0.7 V a base current starts to flow. The transistor behaves
as a current amplifier and the base current causes a larger amplified current to flow through the 		
collector and load. As VIN increases further, more current flows into the base and this allows 		
a further increase in the collector-emitter current.

(iii)

Saturation
As VIN continues to increase, a point is reached where changes to VIN no longer cause any change
to VOUT , and we say that the transistor is saturated.
The saturation point is reached just before the voltage across the load reaches the full voltage of the
power supply and the voltage across the collector-emitter junction of the transistor VOUT is about  	
0.2 V (i.e. nearly = 0 V).

Note:

We have referred to the voltage across the collector-emitter junction of the transistor as VOUT . It is
often referred to as VCE .

Transistor switching circuit
When the transistor is being used as a switch, we operate in the cut-off and saturation regions of the
characteristic, avoiding the linear region.
There are two reasons for avoiding the linear region when designing transistor switching circuits. Firstly,
the output device will not work correctly because the full supply voltage does not appear across the load,
as VCE will have a significant value. Secondly, because of this value of VCE and the current flowing in the
collector, power will be used up in the collector-emitter junction causing the transistor to overheat.
In this course we will only be considering switching circuits, and the following information will be important.
For VIN < 0.7 V: VBE = VIN and VCE = Supply voltage,
For VIN > 0.7 V: VBE = 0.7 V and VCE = 0 V;
Current gain (hFE)
In order to design circuits for transistors, there is also an important formula which needs to be considered.
This is the current gain formula for the transistor. We have mentioned several times that the transistor acts
as a current amplifier. Each transistor has a current gain called ‘hFE’ and this is defined by the following
current gain formula.

hF E =

IC
IB

where IC is the collector current, and IB is the base current.
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For example:
(i)

If IB = 10 mA and hFE = 120, what is IC?

hF E =

IC
IB

IC
10 mA
IC = 120 × 10 mA = 1200 mA = 1.2 A

120 =

(ii)

If IC = 800 mA and hFE = 250, what is IB?

hF E =

IC
IB

250 =

800 mA
IB

IB =

800 mA
= 3.2 mA
250

Always check after using the current gain formula that IB is smaller than IC.
Different types of transistor have different hFE values that can range from 10 to over 800 in value. You
will not be expected to remember the different values of hFE. You will either be told the hFE value for the
transistor, or you will be able to calculate it from values of IB and IC.
Note: The formula for current gain is only valid in the linear region. However, we stated earlier that we
avoid the linear region when considering switching circuits. We get around this problem when
designing switching circuits by assuming any calculations performed involving current gain are done
at the point where the transistor switching action is just leaving the linear region and entering the
saturation region. That is, at the last possible moment the formula is still valid.
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Selecting a suitable transistor
A brief look through an electronic component supplies catalogue or website, e.g. Rapid Electronics
or Maplin will reveal many pages dedicated to transistors. So how do you select the most appropriate
transistor for your application?
There are three key points to consider:
i)
ii)
iii)

what is the maximum collector current that your load requires.
what current gain, hFE , do you require.
the cost.

The application will determine the most appropriate transistor to use. The investigations in this chapter will
suggest using one of two inexpensive transistors. The BC337 is a medium power transistor with a very high
hFE and a moderate collector current capability. The BD437 is a high power transistor with a moderate hFE
and a high current capability. In general the higher the transistor collector current capability of a transistor
type the lower the value of hFE.
BC337:
Typical parameters:
Maximum collector current IC = 800 mA
Minimum current gain: hFE = 100 @ IC = 100 mA
		
		
= 160 			
		
= 250 		
Cost = 2 p
Case style = TO-92

(for BC337-16)
(for BC337-25)
(for BC337-40)

Pin identification: 1. Collector
			
2. Base
			3. Emitter
		

1

2

3
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BD437
Typical parameters:
Maximum collector current
Minimum current gain:

IC = 4 A
hFE = 40 @ IC = 2 A

Cost = 30 p
Case style = TO-126

		

1 2 3

Pin identification:
			
			

1. Emitter
2. Collector
3. Base

Note: Transistors can be easily damaged if connected the wrong way in an electrical circuit. Always look
up your chosen transistor type in the supplier’s catalogue or website. It will tell you the case style
from which you can work out the pin identification. If you look at the BC337 and the BD437 on the
previous page you will notice they have completely different pin connections.
Your teacher might give you different but equivalent transistors to use. You will need to know the pin
identification for those transistors.
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Transistor switching circuit design calculations
We are now in a position to start looking at some design problems involving the transistor switching circuits.
So first a couple of examples:
Example 1:
The circuit below contains a transistor with a current gain, hFE = 125. The circuit switches a warning lamp
rated at 6 V, 200 mA.

a)
Determine the collector current when the lamp is working at its rated voltage and current 		
		
and the transistor is just saturated.
		
		
Voltage across lamp = 6 V and VCE = 0 V therefore
IC = 200 mA
b)
		

Calculate the base current.
Now that we know IC, we can find IB, by rearranging the current gain formula

hFE =

IC
IB

=
IB

IC
200
=
= 1.6 mA
hFE 125

c)

Calculate the voltage across RB.
Using Ohm’s Law:
		
VRB= IB × RB

= 1.6 mA × 1 k
= 1.6 V
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d)
Determine the value of VIN that will cause the transistor to just saturate.
		
		To get the voltage for VIN , we just have to add on the voltage across the base-emitter
		junction VBE , which is always 0.7 V, therefore

V
=
VRB + VBE
IN

= 1.6 V + 0.7 V
= 2.3 V
e)

Complete the following table to show:

		i)

the voltage VBE and VCE for the input voltages VIN given.		

		

whether the buzzer will be On or Off.

ii)

		

For VIN < 0.7 V: VBE = VIN and VCE = Supply Voltage.

			For VIN > 0.7 V: VBE = 0.7 V and VCE = 0 V.
Input voltage, VIN

VBE

VCE

Lamp On/Off?

0.2 V

0.2 V

6V

Off

2.5 V

0.7 V

0V

On

Example 2:
The temperature sensing circuit below contains a transistor with a current gain, hFE = 400. The circuit
switches a warning buzzer on when the temperature in a greenhouse gets too high. The resistance of the
buzzer is 30 Ω.

9V
Buzzer

R = 30 Ω

IC
RB
IB

VOUT

0V
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Calculate the collector current when the transistor is just saturated.

		
		

When the transistor is just saturated, VOUT will be = 0 V. This means that
the whole voltage of the power supply must be across the buzzer.

IC =

VSupply
R Load

=

9
= 0.3A = 300 mA
30

		
b)

		

c)

Calculate the base current.

hF E =

IC
IB

∴IB =

IC
300
=
= 0.75 mA
hFE 400

At a certain temperature the base current is 0.5 mA.

		

i)

What is the new value of collector current?

		

ii)

What is the new value of the voltage across the buzzer?

		
We know the transistor was just saturated with base current of 0.75 mA so now it is no 		
		longer saturated.

		

i)

hFE =

IC
IB

IC
0.5 mA
IC =
400 × 0.5 mA =
200 mA

400 =

ii)
			
d)
		

VBuzzer = IC × RBuzzer
VBuzzer = 200 mA × 30 ˖
VBuzzer = 6 V

When the base current was 0.5 mA it was found that the transistor became very hot and the
buzzer was quiet. Suggest a reason why this happened.

		The transistor is not saturated, and is therefore operating in the linear region.
This results in the transistor overheating and can permanently damage the transistor.
The voltage across the buzzer is only 6 V so it sounds quiet.
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Example 3:
A light sensing unit is connected to a transistor switch in order to operate a solenoid when the light level
gets too bright. The solenoid is rated at 6 V, 800 mA.
			
The circuit diagram for this system is shown below

The transistor is just saturated and V1 = 3 V.
a)
What is the value of voltage VBE?		
		VBE = 0.7 V		
b)
What is the value of voltage VCE?
		VCE = 0 V
c)
What is the value of the voltage drop across resistor R?
		
Voltage drop across R = V1 – VBE = 3 – 0.7 = 2.3 V
d)
What is the value of the collector current when the transistor is just saturated?
			IC = rated current of solenoid = 800 mA
e)
Calculate the value of the base current if the current gain (hFE) of the transistor is 200.

I
800 mA
= 4 mA
IB = C =
			
hFE
200
f)

		
g)
		
		

Use your answers to (c) and (e) to calculate the ideal value of resistor R.

R=

Voltage drop across R 2.3V
=
= 0.575 kΩ = 575 Ω
IB
4 mA

Choose a suitable preferred value for R from the E24 series of resistors.
We have to choose between 560 Ω or 620 Ω. If we choose 620 Ω the base current will be
less than 4 mA and the transistor will not saturate. Therefore we choose 560 Ω.
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Investigation 4.1
Set up the circuit shown on the right.
a)

Adjust the potentiometer so that voltmeter V1 is 		
reading 1.4 V.

b)

Complete the first row of the table below by 			
recording readings of ammeter A1 and voltmeter 		
V2.
You should also comment on how bright the 		
lamp is.

c)

Complete the table for the other four values of V1.

Input voltage (V1)

VCE (V2)

IC

Lamp brightness

1.4 V
1.7 V
2.0 V
2.3 V
2.6 V
d)

Look carefully at the values of VCE and IC you have recorded. Estimate the value of input voltage at
which the transistor has just saturated. Give a reason for your answer.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

e)

Look at Example 1 on page 131 and you will notice that the component values are the same as in
this investigation.
How well does the calculated value of input voltage compare with your answer in (d) above?
........................................................................................................................................

f)

Give a reason why there may be a difference.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 4.2
1.

The transistor shown in the following switching circuit has a current gain, hFE = 120.

The value of VIN is sufficient to just saturate the transistor. Calculate:
a)

The collector current.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
b)

The base current.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
c)

The voltage drop across the 2.2 kΩ resistor.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
d)

The value of VIN.

........................................................................................................................................
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The following circuit is used to test whether transistors are good or faulty.

a)

Complete the following table to show the test results for a good transistor.
Bulb
(on/off)

Switch, S
Open
Closed
b)

After switch S is closed what is the voltage at point X in the circuit?

		………………………………………………………………………………………
c)

The transistor should just saturate when switch S is closed.

		

When switch S is closed:

		

i)

What is the voltage drop across the base-emitter junction of the transistor?

			............................................................................................................................
		
ii)
Calculate the voltage drop across the resistor R.
				
			............................................................................................................................
		
		
iii)
What is the value of the collector current when the transistor is saturated?
			............................................................................................................................
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iv)
Calculate the value of the base current if the current gain (h ) of the transistor being
FE
			tested is 50.
		
			............................................................................................................................
d)

i)

Calculate the ideal value of resistor R.						

			............................................................................................................................
			............................................................................................................................
		

ii)

Select a suitable preferred value for R.

			........................................................		
3.

The following diagram shows a temperature sensing circuit which operates a warning lamp when
the ambient temperature rises above a predetermined value.

12 V
R=10 Ω

VIN
0V
When the circuit was tested it was found that the lamp was dim when the temperature rose just 		
above the above the predetermined value. The base current was measured and found to be 4 mA.
a)

Calculate the value of the collector current if transistor has a current gain (hFE) of 125.

		...................................................................................................................................................
		...................................................................................................................................................
b)

Calculate the voltage drop across the lamp if it has a resistance of 10 Ω.

		...................................................................................................................................................
		...................................................................................................................................................
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The circuit diagram shows a transistor switching circuit.

The transistor has a current gain (hFE) of 80
The bulb is rated at 6 V, 240 mA.
a) The transistor is just saturated. Calculate:
		

i)

the collector current;		

		………………………………………………………………………………………….......
		

ii)

the base current IB;		

		………………………………………………………………………………………………
		

iii)

the voltage VB across the base resistor;

		………………………………………………………………………………………………
		

iv)

the input voltage V1 from the logic system.		

		………………………………………………………………………………………………
b)

Complete the table by giving voltages V2 and V3, and the state of the bulb.
Input voltage V1

V2

V3

Bulb –
On/Off?

0.3 V
5.1 V
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n-Channel MOSFET
In this section we are going to investigate the operation of a different type of transistor which is called a
MOSFET. This stands for Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor, which is a bit of a mouthful,
so we will simply refer to it as a MOSFET.
There are many different types of MOSFET available but we will be concentrating only on one type in this
course – the n-channel enhancement MOSFET. You will not be asked about any other type in an
examination.
The symbol, and picture for an n-channel enhancement
mode MOSFET is shown opposite.
The leads for this type of transistor are labelled as:
Gate (G), Drain (D) and Source (S).
The enhancement mode MOSFET has the property of being normally
‘OFF’ when the gate bias voltage is equal to zero.
A drain current will only flow when a gate voltage (VGS) is applied to the gate terminal. This positive voltage
reduces the overall resistance of the device allowing current to flow between the Drain (D) and Source (S).
Increasing this positive gate voltage will cause an increase in the drain current, ID through the channel.
The MOSFET, can also saturate when VGS is increased sufficiently, when this occurs the resistance of the
MOSFET reaches its lowest.
MOSFET operation
The transfer characteristic of the MOSFET is similar to that of the npn transistor, with one major difference;
the linear region is very small, making it very unlikely that the MOSFET will operate in this region, as shown
below.

VOUT (V)

Cut-off

Linear region
Saturation

6

4
0

1

2

3
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The exact voltages at which cut-off region ends and the saturation region starts are functions of the device
itself, and therefore the transfer characteristic is given only for illustrative purposes.
Note: You will not be asked questions about the voltage transfer characteristic of a transistor or MOSFET
in an examination.
MOSFET switching circuit design calculations
The only formula we need to design MOSFET circuits is the formula, which relates the Drain current ID to
the input voltage VGS. The symbol gM represents the transconductance of a MOSFET. Transconductance is
the characteristic relating the current through the output of a MOSFET to the voltage across the input of a
MOSFET and is measured in Siemens (S)
The formula is: ID = gM (VG S − 3)
This formula can be rearranged to give

gM =
and

				

ID

VG S − 3

VG S =

ID
+3
gM

Only the first of these three formulae are provided in examinations, so if you need to calculate gM or VGS you
can either remember the last two formulae or substitute into the formulae for ID.
Enhancement mode MOSFETs make excellent electronics switches due to their low ‘ON’ resistance,
extremely high ‘OFF’ resistance and extremely high input resistance. This input resistance is so high the
gate current is negligible and can be assumed to be zero.
This is a major advantage over npn transistors.
Enhancement mode power MOSFETs have zero gate current and can be driven directly by input subsystems such as logic gates that can only provide a very small current. When used with sensing subsystems they do not load the sensing sub-system.
Power MOSFETs can handle very large currents and some are able to provide currents of 100 A or more.
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Selecting a suitable power MOSFET
As was the case with transistors, supplier’s catalogues and websites will reveal many pages dedicated to
MOSFETS. So how do you select the most appropriate MOSFETs for your application?
There are two key points to consider:
i)
ii)

the maximum drain current required for your load.
the cost in relation to the maximum drain current available.

The investigations in this chapter will suggest using the IRF510 power MOSFET which has a high current
capability and is relatively inexpensive. In fact its price and current capability is in the same range as the
BD437 transistor and would probably provide a better choice.
Your teacher might give you different but equivalent MOSFET to use. You will need to know the pin
identification for that MOSFET.
IRF510
			Typical parameters:
Maximum drain current ID = 5.6 A
Transconductance gM = 1 S (typical value)
Power rating = 40 W
Cost = 32 p
Case style = TO-220 AB

1 2 3

Pin identification Pin: 1. Gate
			
2. Drain
			
3. Source

So let us look at how the MOSFET is used in a circuit.
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The following circuit shows a MOSFET being used to switch on a high powered lamp from a
light sensing circuit.

12 V

12 V
24 W

0V
An extract from the datasheet for the MOSFET is shown below:
VDS/V (max)

VGS /V (max)

ID /A (max)

PTOT /W (max)

gM /S (typical)

50

15

8

50

0.8

Calculate the minimum value of voltage from the light sensing sub-system to allow the load to 		
operate at its rated power.
First calculate the current needed by the load to operate at full power.

ID =

P 24
=
= 2A
V 12

The minimum value of VGS can now be calculated using one of the methods shown below.
Either 						or
=
I D gM ( VGS − 3 )
=
2 0.8 ( VGS − 3 )
2
= VGS − 3
0.8
2.5
= VGS − 3

VGS
=

ID
+3
gM

=
VGS

2
+3
0.8

V=
2.5 + 3
GS
VGS = 5.5 V

2.5 + 3 =
VGS
VGS = 5.5V

Using the second formula is easier but you will need to remember it.
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Example 2: The input voltage to a MOSFET is set to 7.5 V. If gM for the MOSFET is 1.8 S what is the
		
maximum load current that can be obtained from the MOSFET for this value of input 		
		voltage?

=
ID gM ( VGS − 3 )
=
ID 1.8 ( 7.5 − 3 )

=
ID 1.8 × 4.5 = 8.1 A
Example 3:
		

The circuit below shows a MOSFET being used as a transducer driver to interface an input
sub-system to operate a solenoid rated at 18 V, 9 A when VIN = 6 V.

		
Calculate the minimum value of gM required to allow the solenoid to operate at its rated 		
		current.
		Either					 or

gM =

ID

=
ID gM ( VGS − 3 )

VGS − 3

=
g gm ( 6 − 3 )

9
6−3
gM = 3 S
gM =

g = gM x3
9
3
gM = 3 S
gM =

Hopefully you can see that the circuit calculations relating to the MOSFET are much more straightforward
than those for an npn transistor.
They are capable however of handling much larger currents than the npn transistor, and are therefore most
suited to switching high powered loads like motors and solenoids.
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Summary of NPN transistor and MOSFET characteristics
•

Transistors are ‘Current Operated Devices’ where a much smaller base current causes a larger
collector to emitter current.

•

A transistor can also be used as an electronic switch to control devices such as lamps, motors,
solenoids, etc.

•

The npn transistor requires the base to be more positive than the emitter.

•

MOSFETs are ‘Voltage Operated Devices’.

•

MOSFETs have very high input resistances so very little or no current (MOSFET types) flows
into the input terminal, making them ideal for use as electronic switches.

•

The high input impedance makes the design of the sensing sub-system easier, since we do not
have to worry about current being drawn from the sensing sub-system.

•

The high input impedance of the MOSFET means that static electricity can easily damage
MOSFET devices so care needs to be taken when handling them.
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12V

12V, 24W

Set up the circuit shown on the right.
a)

Adjust the potentiometer so that voltmeter
V1 is reading 2.0 V.

b)

Complete the first row of the table below
by recording readings of ammeter A1 and
voltmeter V2.
You should also comment on how bright
the lamp is.

c)

Complete the table for the other
values of V1.

VGS (V1)

VDS (V2)

+
A A1

VR1

1K

+

IRF510

V V1

+
V V2

0V

ID (A2)

Lamp brightness

2.0 V
3.0 V
4.0 V
5.0 V
6.0 V
7.0 V
8.0 V
d)

Look carefully at the values of VDS and ID you have recorded. Estimate the value of input voltage at
which the MOSFET has just saturated. Give a reason for your answer.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

e)

Look at Example 1 on page 143 and you will notice that the component values are the same as in
this investigation. How well does the calculated value of input voltage compare with your answer
in (d)?
........................................................................................................................................

f)

Give a reason why there may be a difference.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 4.3
1.

a)

What device is shown above? ..................................... 					

b)

The three leads of this device have special names, what are they?

		....................................
c)
2.

.....................................

.....................................

On the diagram above, label the leads with their correct name.		

[1]

[3]
[3]

The output of a logic system is required to switch on a high power solenoid which 			
requires a current of 10 A. Complete the diagram below to show a suitable switching 			
device and any necessary connections.

12 V

Solenoid
12V,10A

Logic
System

0V
[2]
3.

The signal produced by a sensing sub-system has a maximum output voltage of 6.7 V. A MOSFET
with gM equal to 1.9 S is connected to the sensing sub-system. Determine the maximum load 		
current that can be obtained from the MOSFET for this value of input voltage.
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
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The following circuit shows a MOSFET being used to switch on the motor in a fan:
12V
-t°

0V

If the value of gM for the MOSFET is 2.3 S what value of VIN will allow the motor to run at its rated 		
current?											
……………............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
5. The following circuit is set up to check some data for a MOSFET:

[3]

The following results were obtained with the MOSFET:
VIN (V)

VOUT (V)

I2 (A)

5.2

0.2

7.96

a)

Estimate the value of I1 .…………………………………..					 [1]

b)

Use the results to calculate the value of gM

.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Voltage Comparators
In the previous two sections we have concentrated on the ability of transistors and MOSFETs to produce a
large output current from a small input current or voltage.
Sometimes the signal connected to these electronic switches takes much longer to increase. This can lead to
problems with the transistor or MOSFET not fully switching on, causing them to overheat.
These slow changing signals usually come from sensing circuits involving LDRs and thermistors because
light level and temperature do not usually change very quickly. We need a device that can convert these slow
changing signals into fast changing signals. The device that allows us to do this is the voltage comparator.
+ve Supply Voltage

The voltage comparator is contained in an
integrated circuit (IC) and is usually supplied in
plastic DIL (dual in line) packages containing one
or more comparators.

+
_
Non-Inverting
Input Voltage,
V+

A comparator has two power supply terminals,
two inputs and an output which are labelled on the
diagram on the right.

0V
Inverting
g
Input Voltage, V–

VOUT

0V

The operation of the comparator is such that it amplifies any difference between the two input voltages by
a very large amount, causing the output to be at one of the extremes of the power supply connected to
it. This means that the output voltage will be either high or low and can only fall into one of the following
categories.
Case 1: If V+ > V– then VOUT will be at the positive saturation voltage.
Case 2: If V+ < V– then VOUT will be at 0 V.
A difference of just a few microvolts between the two inputs is enough to cause the output to swing rapidly
from one state to another. The rapid transition makes the voltage comparator an ideal device to use with
circuits employing slow response sensors like LDRs and thermistors.
It converts an analogue input signal into a digital output signal.
Note: Ideally the two output voltages of a comparator should either be the positive supply voltage or 0 V.
In practice positive saturation is usually one or two volts less than the positive supply and can be up
to a few hundred millivolts greater than 0 V.
In an examination question this information is often provided in the form
‘The output VOUT of the comparator saturates at 9 V and 0 V.’
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In most practical circuit diagrams the power supply connections to the comparator are not shown, which
simplifies the diagram to the one on the right.

+

Remember that if you are setting this circuit up, in
practice you must connect the power supply to the
comparator otherwise it will not work.

_
Non-Inverting
Input Voltage,
V+

A comparator uses a second voltage divider to
provide a reference voltage which controls the
voltage at which the output of the comparator
circuit changes.

Inverting

VOUT

Input Voltage, V–

0V

In examinations this reference voltage will always be connected to the inverting input.
The circuit diagram, which may appear complicated at first glance, is shown below.
The first voltage divider in the
‘blue’ box shows the temperature
sensing circuit, discussed at
length in Chapter 3. You should
realise that the voltage at the
non-inverting ‘+’ input of the
comparator will increase as the
temperature rises.

+9 V

R1 = 20 kΩ

+
_
R3 = 10 kΩ

The second voltage divider
shown in the ‘red’ box is a
simple voltage divider containing
0V
two equal resistors.
You should realise that the
Temperature Sensing
voltage at the inverting ‘–’ input
Sub-system
of the comparator will be 4.5 V.

R2 = 20 kΩ

VOUT

Reference Voltage
Sub-system

When the temperature is low, the resistance of the thermistor will be very high, the voltage at the output of
the temperature sensing circuit will be low, and the output of the comparator will be at the minimum voltage
of the power supply, because the voltage at the inverting ‘–’ input will be higher than the voltage at the noninverting ‘+’ input.
As the temperature rises, the resistance of the thermistor begins to fall, this causes the voltage at the noninverting ‘+’ input to start to rise. When this voltage reaches just over 4.5 V, the voltage at the non-inverting
‘+’ input will be bigger than the voltage at the inverting input and the output will increase to 9 V, since
V+ > V–.
This circuit provides a high output signal when the temperature is high, and could possibly be used as a
simple fire alarm.
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To change the circuit to provide the opposite behaviour, i.e. switch the output of the comparator
high when the temperature decreases, simply reverse the position of the thermistor and 10 kΩ
resistor in the sensing circuit as shown below.
+9 V
R3 = 10 kΩ

R1 = 15 kΩ

+
_
VOUT

R2 =15 kΩ

0V
Temperature
Sub-system

Reference Voltage
Sub-system

In both of the previous circuits there is no adjustment of the temperature at which the output of the
comparator switches from high to low. It is quite easy to make this circuit adjustable, by making any one
of the three resistors R1, R2 or R3 variable. Whichever one is chosen to be variable it will have the desired
effect of either adjusting the voltage range of the temperature sensing circuit or changing the reference
voltage at which the comparator switches.
An alternative way of producing the reference voltage is to use a potentiometer as shown in the following
diagram. This has the advantage that the reference voltage can be varied over the full voltage supply
range, making the circuit extremely flexible, and most importantly very sensitive.

+9 V
R1 = 15 kΩ

+
VR 1 =20 kΩ

_
VOUT

R2 = 10 kΩ

0V
Temperature
Sub-system

Reference Voltage
Sub-system
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In all of the above circuits we have not considered possible output devices that could be connected to the
comparator.
The output current of many comparators is limited to about 50 mA. This is of no use for driving high
powered output devices like motors, or solenoids. However, it is capable of driving LEDs, buzzers, and
some low power lamps
Using an op-amp as a comparator
The problem with using dedicated comparators is that they are open collector devices and are beyond
the scope of this course. We will look at a more general device called an operational amplifier (op-amp for
short) which can be configured as a comparator. We will look at op-amps in more detail in Component 2 of the
course.
As was the case with transistors, supplier’s catalogues and websites will reveal many pages dedicated to
op-amps. So how do you select the most appropriate op-amps for your application?
There are two key points to consider:
i)
ii)

The saturation voltage
The output current capability

The investigations in this chapter will suggest using the LM358 op-amp. Since most op-amps are unable to
satisfy the requirement for saturation voltage and output current.
Your teacher might give you different but equivalent op-amp to use. You will need to know the pin
identification for that op-amp.
LM358
Typical parameters:
Maximum output current = 40 mA
High output voltage = within about 1 V of the
			positive supply voltage
Low output voltage = within about 10 mV of 0 V
Cost = 20 p
You will notice that there are two op-amps
on the IC which have power supply connections
that are common to one another.
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Consider the following comparator circuit which saturates at the supply voltage of 9 V.
A variable resistor, R1, has been added to the light sensing sub-system to make the switching threshold
adjustable, and a series resistor, RX, has been added to limit the voltage across the LED to approximately
2 V.
+9 V
R1 = 15 kΩ

+
_
RX
R3 = 10 kΩ

R2 = 30 kΩ

0V
Reference Voltage
Sub-system

Light Sensing
Sub-system

This circuit uses an LDR as part of the light sensing circuit. You should be able to determine that the
voltage at the non-inverting ‘+’ input of the comparator will rise as the light intensity falling on the LDR
increases.
When this voltage reaches just over 6 V, the output of the comparator will go high (9 V) since the voltage
from the sensor will be higher than that of the reference circuit, and the LED will light.
The system therefore switches on the LED when it gets light.
If we need to switch on higher power devices like motors and solenoids, then we can simply connect a
transistor or MOSFET circuit to the output of the comparator.
The LED and RX have been
removed from the above
circuit and replaced with a
MOSFET to allow a motor
to be controlled by the light
sensor.
You may be asked to draw
the circuit diagram for a
comparator connected to
a transistor or a MOSFET
in the examination. It could
also prove useful for project
work.

+9 V
M
R1 = 15 kΩ

+
_
R2 = 30 kΩ

R3 = 10 kΩ

0V
Reference Voltage
Sub-system

Light Sensing
Sub-system
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Investigation 4.3
Set up the circuit shown below.

Note: If you are setting this circuit up on Circuit Wizard ensure the voltage setting for the LM358 is set to
the same setting as the power supply.
Follow the Project, Simulation, Power supply options as shown opposite to
check the voltage setting.
a)
		

Adjust the light level on the LDR so that voltmeter V1 reads as
near as possible to 5 V.

b)
		
		

Complete the first row of the table below by recording readings
of voltmeters V2 and V3.
You should also state whether the LED is on or off.

c)

Complete the table for the other three values of V1.
V1

V2

V3

Is LED on or off?

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
d)
e)
f)
g)

At what value of V1 does the comparator output go high …………………….
The LED comes on when the light level is ……………
The output of the comparator saturates at ……V and …….V.
Interchange the LDR and 56 kΩ resistor and comment on the effect this has.

			

.............................................................................................................................

			

.............................................................................................................................
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Exercise 4.4
1.

The following circuit shows a comparator. The resistance of the thermistor at 25°C is 50 kΩ, and at
100°C is 5 kΩ. The output voltage of the comparator will be either +6 V or 0 V.

+6 V
100 kΩ

10 kΩ

P

+

Q

_
RX
200 kΩ

0V
a)

Calculate the voltage at point P when the temperature is

		i)

25°C.

			.............................................................................................................................
			.............................................................................................................................
			.............................................................................................................................
		ii)

100°C.

			.............................................................................................................................
			.............................................................................................................................
			.............................................................................................................................
b)

Calculate the voltage at point Q.

		.........................................................................................................................................
		.........................................................................................................................................
		.........................................................................................................................................
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The LED has a maximum forward voltage of 2 V. Calculate the series resistance Rx required
to limit the current through the LED to 20 mA.

		.........................................................................................................................................
		.........................................................................................................................................
		.........................................................................................................................................
d)

Hence describe the function of the circuit given.

		.........................................................................................................................................
		.........................................................................................................................................
e)

Show on the diagram how the reference voltage can be made adjustable.

f)
Draw the new arrangement for this circuit which provides the opposite function to the one
		given.
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Here is part of a comparator circuit.

a)

What is the combined resistance of R1 and R2?

		......................................................................................................................................
b)

Calculate the value of voltage V1.

		......................................................................................................................................
		......................................................................................................................................
		......................................................................................................................................
c)
		

The output Vo of the comparator saturates at 9 V and 0 V.
Complete the table below to show what the output voltage will be for the given conditions:
V1 (V)

V2 (V)

5.0

2.3

5.0

7.1

Output Vo (V)

Is LED on or off?

d)
A sensing sub-system is now connected to the comparator so that the LED is ON when it is
		light. Add the sensing sub-system to the circuit diagram.
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